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Velocity distribution description in a sand bed branching channel with different angles
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Abstract: A branching flow is a hydraulic phenomenon presents in many rivers or manmade channels and has many
practical hydraulic engineering applications such as in irrigation systems where water is diverted from a river to
irrigation canals. A sand bed physical model was used in this study to investigate the velocity distribution at the
branching channel junction. Different cases of the branch channel geometry represented by three branch channel
angles (30˚, 60˚, and 90˚) and three branch channel width ratios (30%, 40%, and 50%) were examined to
characterize the velocity distribution. Experimental work finding displays a low velocity region in the upstream side
of the beginning of the branch channel occurred in all cases of the branch channel geometry. Branch channel with
60˚ angle recorded the maximum low velocity region length, then 90˚ branching angle, and the minimum length took
place at 30˚ angle. Moreover, 30˚ branching angle recorded the lees different of the velocity values between
upstream and downstream sides of the branch channel and the less flow impact on the downstream branch channel
side wall.
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1. Introduction
*Branching channel flow is indeed important in
hydraulic engineering (Wang and Ni, 2003). The
complexity of flow structure and velocity
distribution at the junction region has become the
interest of many researchers. Formation of a low
velocity zone and re‐circulation of flow produces a
separation zone at the junction region (Neary et al.,
1999). With time, due to the low velocity, a
sedimentation area may appears in this zone
(Barkdoll et al., 1999) and become a privilege area
for fish and plant propagation (Mignot et al., 2014)
that led to reduction of flow capacity. Many studies
have been conducted experimentally (Ramamurthy,
Qu and Vo, 2007) and numerically (Shamloo and
Pirzadeh, 2007) mainly in the right angle branching
channel flow .
Flow velocity properties of the branching flow
were reviewed extensively by (Alomari et al., 2016)
This review illustrated that the branching flow cases
forming two separation zones in the junction region,
one at the upstream side of branch channel entrance
and another sometime occur in the downstream
main channel. Neary and Odgaard (1993) studied the
effect of the main channel bed roughness on the
velocity and dividing streamlines. They stated that
the velocity profile in the main channel across the
depth is more uniform in smoother than the rough
bed. In addition, the branching flow increases as
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increasing the main to branch bed roughness ratio
up to a certain value (Khaleel et al., 2015).
The main aim of this study is to characterize the
velocity distribution experimentally at the branching
channel junction for different branch channel
geometry. Beside that the study also investigating
the effect of the bed topography on the velocity
distribution by measuring the velocity at the cross
sections of the main and branch channels near the
junction region.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Laboratory Setup
A branching channel system consisting of main
and branch channels was used to carry out the
experiments in this study. The main open channel is
a 12.5 m long, 0.313 m wide and 0.6 m deep
rectangular glass walls flume. The branch channel is
2.75 m long, 0.6 m deep with changeable part at the
beginning to switch the width to 9, 12, and 15 cm
and to change the branching angle. This study
investigated three branch channel angles (θ) (30˚,
60, and 90˚) and three branch to main width ratio
(Br) (approximately 50%, 40%, and 30%) at five
different total discharges (Qt) range between 7.25 –
12.25 L.s‐1 for each case. 18 cm thickness layer
medium sand with d50=0.4 mm, σg=1.46, and Sg
=2.53 was used as mobile bed material. Each
experiment was started with flat bed and tested for
12 hours.
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downstream branch
b
chann
nel side play
ys a role off
con
ntrolling the separation zone length because thee
waater balance state
s
cannot be achieved until the end
d
of these vorteexes. At the end of thee vortex thee
paration zonee ended
sep
In the case of
o 30˚ branching angle, 40% bed width
h
rattio and 9.75 L.s‐1 total disscharges as sshows in Fig..
1, the flow separation leength at thee surface iss
red
duced. Herein
n, the main reeason for the reduction off
thee length of th
he separation
n zone was th
he increased
d
of the branch channel
c
entraance width. The
T entrancee
width in the caase of 30˚ brranching anggle and 40%
%
width ratio is equal
e
to 24 cm compared to 13.86 cm
m
and 12 cm for
f
60˚ and
d 90˚ brancching angle,,
resspectively.
e
wid
dth provided
d
The increassed of the entrance
sm
moother entrrance for th
he branchingg water and
d
inccreased the uniformity
u
off the water. In
n addition, itt
decreased the velocity
v
at thee beginning of
o the branch
h
chaannel then deecreased the momentum.. That helped
d
thee branching water entered the branch channell
mu
uch more uniform than other
o
angles and reached
d
thee water balance state at the shortest distance. Ass
thee branch channel width
h increased to
t 50% bed
d
width ratio in 30˚
3 branchingg angle, the veelocity in thee
w velocity region
r
increaased and th
he differencee
low
bettween two halves of the branch
b
chann
nel velocitiess
red
duced due to increase of the
t width of the entrancee
as shown in Figg. 2.
In the main channel, thee upstream main
m
channell
her than thee
vellocity was found to be always high
vellocity of th
he downstreeam main channel.
c
Forr
sub
bcritical flow
w, energy losss along the main
m
channell
is ttoo small and can be negglected (Hsu et al., 2002)..
Th
herefore for the
t same totaal energy valu
ue the waterr
depth increased
d as the unit discharge deecreased duee
to some portion of the watter was diverrted towardss
thee branch ch
hannel. In su
ummary, waater amountt
decreases and water depth
h increases in the main
n
nd the braanch channel junction..
chaannel behin
Th
herefore, vellocity appro
oach decreaases at thee
downstream main channel.

Pitot tub
be was used to
t measure th
he flow veloccity
(V) based on
n the differen
nce between
n total and staatic
head, Δh fro
om the equation (1).
V = (2gΔh
h)1/2
(1)
3. Results a
and discussio
on
3.1. Velocity
y contour in
n the plan
Fig. 1 dissplays the vellocity in the plan
p
view of the
branching channel junction for diifferent bran
nch
0˚, and 90˚) iin case of 40%
channel anggles (30˚, 60
branch to main chann
nel bed wid
dth ratio, to
otal
nd branch to main dischaarge
discharge off 9.75 L.s‐1, an
ratio of (25
5.3±0.3)%. The
T
velocity was measured
near the waater surface (about 30% from the waater
surface) .
In the braanch channell, the branchiing water entters
the branch channel witth the momeentum directtion
towards th
he main chaannel flow. Therefore, the
branching fllow concentrrates at the seecond half of the
branch chan
nnel as a reesult a low velocity reggion
formation in
n the first hallf of the bran
nch channel. The
T
low velocityy area is den
noted as a separation zo
one;
this zone of separation works
w
in conttracting the fllow
and reducin
ng water waay after the short distance
from the branch channeel entrance. Branching
B
waater
hit the down
nstream bran
nch channel wall.
w
As a ressult
of the wateer impact on the down
nstream walll, a
reaction is generated. This
T
reaction transfer waater
from downstream to upstream
u
sid
de and afterr a
distance, th
he water amount is balaanced along the
branch channel width. During that, vortexes are
hing
generated and extended for a distancce until reach
the water baalance state. This indicateed the endingg of
the separation zone.
w momenttum
Changingg the braanching flow
direction off the main flo
ow to 60˚ branch channeel is
n changing it to 90˚. Therefore, the
easier than
strength off water imp
pact in 60˚ less than 90˚
branching aangle, and the
t
water needs
n
a lon
nger
distance to move to upsstream side and
a reaches the
balance statte.

Fiig. 2: Velocity contour in the plan (30˚, 50%
% width ratio
and Qt=9.7
75 L.s‐1).

Fig. 1: Velo
ocity contours in the plan vieew for differen
nt
bran
nching angle an
nd 40% bed wiidth ratio

Another thin
ng can be no
oted in the main
m
channell
waas the appearring of the low
w velocity reegion in mostt
of the cases at
a the opposite side of the branch
h

Consequently, the vorrtexes in 60˚ are longer th
han
90˚ branching angle. Leength of the vortexes at the
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channel inttake just do
ownstream of the bran
nch
channel. Thee low velocity
y region occu
urred due to the
turning of flow stream
mlines towarrds the bran
nch
channel in order to feeed it. After that, the fllow
o the balancce and unifo
orm state. This
T
returned to
region form
med in the trransition areea between the
downstream
m edge of the branch chann
nel junction and
a
the beginnin
ng of the unifform flow areea.
3.2. Velocity
y contour in
n cross sectio
ons
Velocity contours att ten cross sections were
w
nction for the
plotted acrross the brranching jun
maximum and
a
minimum
m total disch
harge (7.25 L.s
L ‐1
and 12.25 L
L.s‐1) in order to investiggate the veloccity
distribution in this comp
plex flow. Figgs. 3 and 4 sh
how
t cross secctions in casee of
the velocityy contour of the
ng angle, 40%
% bed width ratio, and 12
2.25
60˚ branchin
L.s‐1 total disscharges.
From Figg. 3 the veloccity of the flo
ow at the upper
layers startss to increase towards the branch chan
nnel
intake side due to orien
ntation the flo
ow towards the
branch chan
nnel. The increased of thee velocity at the
upper layerss led the flow
w to continuee at these lay
yers
towards thee downstream
m main chan
nnel due to the
high momentum in thee main flow direction. As
A a
ower layers flow diverts more than that
t
result, the lo
of the upperr layers as dissplay in Fig. 5.
5

Fig. 4: Velocity distributio
on at cross section of a:
do
ownstream maain channel, b: branch chann
nel, (θ=60˚, Br
=
=40%,
and Qt = 12.25 L.s‐1).

F 5: Dye mov
Fig.
vement to illusstrate the uppeer and lower
lay
yers behavior at junction reggion, at a: 80%, b: 20% from
the waterr depth.

4. Conclusionss
The main concluding
c
frrom this invvestigation iss
thee 30˚ branchiing angle sho
ow more flow
w uniformity
y
and minimum low
l
velocity region than other
o
angles..
his gave an advantage
a
off reducing th
he branchingg
Th
flow impact on the downstrream branch channel sidee
waall and proteccting the entrrance from plants and fish
h
thaat may be pro
opagated in this region an
nd reduce thee
flow capacity an
nd obstruct the
t water way
y.

Fig. 3: Velociity distribution
n at cross section of a: upstreeam
main chan
nnel, b: along the
t branch channel entrance,,
(θ=
=60˚, Br =40%, and Qt = 12.2
25 L.s‐1)
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